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Outline 

▪ Portuguese crasis 
 
▪ Modern Hebrew /áa/ = [a], /aa/= [aa] 
  
▪ Quick and easy OT account, and why not  
 
▪ More sophisticated stress-based account 
 
▪ [ax]…  



Portuguese  

Brandão de Carvalho (2011) 

▪ Gallo-Portuguese intervocalic /l/-deletion 

  

 /mála/ => máa  ‘bad (fm.)’ 

 

▪ Present day European Portuguese => [máː] 

 

 => all stressed vowels are long 

 => [máː] = /ma/ ~ /maa/ 

 

 



Brandão de Carvalho (2011) 

 

/V́αVα/ = /V́α/  

 

Two consecutive identical vowels coalesce into one 

 

 

  Portuguese crasis 

Portuguese 



Brandão de Carvalho (2011) 

 

/V́αVα/ = /V́α/  

 

Two consecutive identical vowels coalesce into one 

 

If the first one is stressed 

 

  Portuguese crasis 

Portuguese 



Brandão de Carvalho (2011) 

 

▪ Historically deleted unstressed /ala/ => [a], (≠ /a/ => [ə]) 

 

 /kalavarja/ = GP [kaavéjrə] => EP [kavéjrə] ‘skull’ 

 

    (cf. /kadejra/ => [kəde ́jrə]) 

  Portuguese crasis 

Portuguese 



Brandão de Carvalho (2011) 

▪ European Portuguese: Unstressed /a/ => [ə] 

 /kaza/ => [kázə] ‘house’   

 /azúl/ => [əzul] ‘bleu’ 

 

▪ Two consecutive unstressed /a/s = [a] 

 /kaza azúl/ => [kázazúl] ‘ blue house’   

 

  Portuguese crasis 

Portuguese 



Brandão de Carvalho (2011) 

 

Two unstressed /aa/ do not coalesce 

  

  Portuguese crasis 

Portuguese 



 

Two unstressed /aa/ do not coalesce 

 

Same thing in Modern Hebrew! 
  

  Portuguese crasis 

Portuguese 



The /aa/ moment in Modern Hebrew 

▪ Modern Hebrew (MH) letters 

ח ,ע,ה,א    = Biblical Hebrew guttural [ʔ,h,ʕ,ħ] 

 

▪ Not in MH, where 

 

 <ʔ,h,ʕ>  in onset = unrealized 

   in medial coda = [a]   

    in final coda = [a]  (<ʔ> in final codal unrealized) 

 <ħ> - later 

 

 



 

 

/aa/ moment 

  Guttural reflex in MH 

▪ Onset = ø,  Internal Coda = [a] 

 



 

 

/aa/ moment 

  Guttural reflex in MH 

▪ Final Coda = [a] 

 



Faust (2005), Pariente (2013), Faust & Enguehard (2018) 

 

 

/aa/ moment 

  Guttural reflex in MH 

 

 

 

BH /ʕ/, MH <ʕ> = /a/ in MH 
 

(unrealized in onsets because of vocalic quality) 



 

 

/aa/ moment 

  Guttural reflex in MH 

▪ Final Coda = [a] EXCEPT AFTER STRESSED /á/ = ø 

 



 

 

/aa/ moment 

  Guttural reflex in MH 

▪ Final Coda = [a] EXCEPT AFTER STRESSED /á/ = ø 

 

▪ There is even an alternation: 

 

 /ʃamáaG-ti/ => [ʃamáti]  ‘I heard’ 

 

 /ʃamaaG-tí-v/ => [ʃmaatív] ‘I heared it’ 

 

(true, high register; yet *[ʃmativ] is definitely out!) 



 

 

/aa/ moment 

  Guttural reflex in MH 

 

 *áa 



 

 

/aa/ moment 

  Guttural reflex in MH 

 

 *áa 
But why? 



 

 

/aa/ moment 

  Guttural reflex in MH 

▪ Pariente (2013): *(VαVα)TrochaicFoot 

 

▪ Not really explanatory… 

 



An OT account 

▪ Basic idea:  

 

 A stem-final sequence of two vowels will 
 coalesce in the interest of maintaining final 
 stress… 

 

 … unless coalescence implies feature deletion. 



▪ No vowel coalescence if features are deleted 

OT account? 

  Vowel coalescence 



▪ Vowel coalescence in order to maintain iamb: 

OT account? 

  Vowel coalescence 



▪ No vowel coalescence when the iamb is elsewhere 

 

 

OT account? 

  Vowel coalescence 



▪ Vowel coalescence in order to maintain iamb: 

 

 

 

 

 

BUT!  - The stress constraint is not really phonological 

 - This can’t explain the Portuguese facts… 

 

OT account? 

  Vowel coalescence 



▪ Indeed, portuguese prefers penultimate stress so  

  

 => there is no good reason for  

    [máa] 

 To change into  [má]    

 

 

OT account? 

  Back to Portuguese 



Pimenta (2019), Cohen et at (2018) 

▪ What is common to both MH and Portuguese is that  

 

      Stressed vowels are longer than unstressed ones  

 

 

OT account? 

  Back to Portuguese 



Pimenta (2019), Cohen et al (2018) 

▪ What is common to both MH and Portuguese is that  

 

      Stressed vowels are longer than unstressed ones  

 

▪ MH [ka1tá2] ‘he cut’ a1 = 44ms 

    á2 = 102ms 

(My measurements – Cohen et al found a much smaller difference)  

OT account? 

  Back to Hebrew 



Pimenta (2019), Cohen et al (2018) 

▪ What is common to both MH and Portuguese is that  

 

      Stressed vowels are longer than unstressed ones  

 

▪ MH [ka1tá2] ‘he cut’ a1 = 44ms       (in fact [ə]) 

    á2 = 102ms = [aː] 

(My measurements – Cohen et al found a much smaller difference)   

OT account? 

  Back to Hebrew 



Kahn (2002) 

▪ Many languages exhibit a requirement for stressed 
vowels to be long.  

 

 

OT account? 

  Stress to Length 



More sophisticated account 

 

▪ Lengthening under stress in Strict CV 

 

▪ stressed /á/ = /aa/ 

 



Larsen (1998), Enguehard (2016) 

 Stress to length in Strict CV 

My account 



Ulfsbjorninn (2014) 

 Stress to length in Strict CV 

My account 

A stressed vowel must head an Incorporation Domain.  

 => There must be an incorporated dependent.  

 => Only empty nuclei can be dependents.  



Ulfsbjorninn (2014) 

 Stress to Length in MH 

My account 

▪ In MH, as in many other languages, the Final Empty 
Nucleus of Strict CV cannot be a dependent 



 Stress to Length in MH 

My account 

▪ /aG/ comes to occupy the Final Empty Nucleus 



 Stress to Length in MH 

My account 

▪ The two /a/s can coalesce because  a. they share an ID 

     b. they are identical 



 Stress to Length in MH 

My account 

▪ Within the same Incorporation Domain, the two /a/s will 
coalesce 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    = 

 



 Stress to Length in MH 

My account 

▪ Within the same Incorporation Domain, the two /a/s will 
coalesce 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    = 

 

in a way, the guttural /aG/ is there, but the vowel sounds like 
a regular stressed /á/, that is [aː]!  



 Stress to Length in MH 

My account 

▪ The two /a/s can coalesce because  a. they share an ID 

     b. they are identical 

 

 



 Stress to Length in MH 

My account 

▪ The two /a/s can coalesce because  a. they share an ID 

     b. they are identical 

 

▪ No stress = no Incorporation Domain  = no reason to coalesce = 
2 syllables 

 

 

 

 

 



 Stress to Length in MH 

My account 

▪ The two /a/s can coalesce because  a. they share an ID 

     b. they are identical 

 

▪ No stress = no Incorporation Domain  = no reason to coalesce = 
2 syllables 

 

 

 

a1 = 44ms       (in fact [ə])   á2 = 102ms = [aː] 

    a1a2 = 124 [a.a] 

 

 



 Stress to Length in MH 

My account 

▪ The two /a/s can coalesce because  a. they share an ID 

     b. they are identical 

    => Two syllables when V́≠ /a/. 

 

 

 

 

  



 What about Segholates? 

My account 

▪ Segholate nouns do exhibit [áa] sequences… 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 What about Segholates? 

My account 

▪ As do participles, adjectives and nouns with undstressed 
feminine suffix -Vt… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Bat El (1989), Falk (1996), Faust (2011, 2014)  

 What about Segholates? 

My account 

▪ But segholate plurals suggest that the second stem vowel is in 
fact a reduced /a/. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

=> If so, the singular [táam] is /taaGam/ ≠ /ʃamáaGti/ 



 What about Segholates? 

My account 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 The length of stressed vowels realizes both /a/s in 
/áaGC/. 

 

 In a sense, the signal [aː] is enough to realize /aaG/; 
so the /aG/ is in fact still there in the signal. 

 

 This solution is compatible with the Portuguese 
data:  stressed vowels incorporate identical V, 
unstressed Vs don’t. 

 Summary 

My account 



[aχ]… 

▪ The templatic account encounters a problem with BH 
/ħ/ and its MH reflex [χ], which behaves like other 
gutturals in final codas:  

 

 



▪ Assuming that initially, as in all verbs, there are three 
C slots… 

 

 

 

… and the Stress CV is added to create an ID… 

 

 

 

 

 

[aχ]… 

 Final /aχ/ ? 



▪ No place for the /a/! Yet the form is [ʃoléaχ], and the 
[é] is as long as, say, the [é] of [holéχ]… 

 

 

 

 

 

[aχ]… 

 Final /aχ/ ? 



▪ No place for the /a/! Yet the form is [ʃoléaχ], and the 
[é] is as long as, say, the [é] of [holéχ]… 

 

 

 

 

 

▪ [aχ]… 

[aχ]… 

 Final /aχ/ ? 
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